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Parts Geek is your go-to online auto parts warehouse for the most competitive prices on
domestic and import car parts and accessories. Choose from millions of high-quality OEM,
aftermarket, refurbished, and rebuilt auto parts from trusted manufacturers online. With
shipping from many manufacturer and third-party vendor locations throughout the United
States, you will receive your parts fast. We carry the same name-brand automotive products
found in local auto parts stores, but at much lower prices. If you check out our large selection of
car parts once, we're sure you will be back every time you have a need for great-quality parts.
There are so many benefits to online auto parts shopping with Parts Geek. Online shopping
provides convenience and affordability that you won't find at your local parts store. Here are
just a few of the advantages to shopping with Parts Geek:. Wholesale Prices: One of the most
appealing aspects of purchasing car parts online is the availability of wholesale pricing. If
you're wondering, "Where can I find discount auto parts near me? This is because the owner of
that parts store has expenses to manage, like property taxes, utility bills, and maintenance fees.
Online stores like Parts Geek are able to lower many of these expenses, cut out overhead costs,
and offer you parts at the lowest possible wholesale prices. Huge Selection: Our enormous
inventory includes more than 10 million auto parts across a huge variety of brands and types.
Our stock includes both OEM and aftermarket parts. Whether you prefer the biggest savings or
a part made directly by the original manufacturer, you'll be able to find what you need at Parts
Geek. On the off chance you can't find what you're looking for, don't hesitate to contact our
friendly customer service staff for help. We have got your back. Returning your part is
hassle-free. Simply submit your return request within 30 days of purchase and you will receive
an Return Merchandise Authorization RMA instructions by email. Your RMA email will have
complete return shipping instructions. Fast Shipping: All orders will be shipped and delivered
as quickly as possible, regardless of your location. You'll be able to track your package's
progress online so you know exactly when to expect it. Parts Geek understands that when
ordering an auto part, speed can be a critical factor, so we work hard to help you get back on
the road as soon as possible. Hard-to-Find Parts: Do you drive a vintage car or truck? We

respect the passion of vintage and discontinued cars' owners and know that these vehicles can
require a lot of upkeep. We offer parts for many discontinued models: You'll find that we offer
parts for vehicles that were made in up to the present day. If you can't find what you're looking
for, we'll be happy to try to search what you need. Just contact our customer service team for
assistance. Easy Navigation: Our selection may be huge, but we've tried to organize our stock
in a variety of ways to help you search parts in the way that makes most sense to you. Explore
some of our product categories below, and don't be afraid to reach out to us with questions.
Parts Geek offers aftermarket auto parts for all models and makes, including imports and
high-end luxury vehicles. Whether you are working on a project car or got a battered daily that
you need parts for, we have got you covered. Our extensive inventory has millions of
ready-to-ship parts, and thanks to our US-wide presence, you will enjoy fast shipping service
and hassle-free day returns regardless of your location. Shop with confidence at Parts Geek.
Aftermarket parts have been around since the industrial revolution, and it's safe to use an
aftermarket part in a vehicle that is not covered under warranty. Parts Geek has collaborated
with trusted names in the aftermarket space so that you can get top-quality parts that last long,
at low prices. From interior trims and small electronic to large mechanical and body parts, we
can supply just about any aftermarket part for your car repair and maintenance needs so that
you can hit the open road in no time. Shop now! The parts available in this section are some of
our top sellers, so if you're looking for a part that's likely to be sought after, this might be the
first place to check for it. We've arranged the best-selling items alphabetically with an image
next to each for quick navigation. You don't have to spend hours on your screen. Air filters, oil
filters, brake pads, and fog lights are some of the items we carry that typically have to be
replaced fairly often, and you'll get them all right here at our online store along with popular
accessories like floor mats. Check out this extensive and alphabetized list of our entire stock of
new car and truck parts. Here, you'll be able to get what you're looking for sorted by type of
part. If you couldn't find your part listed among our best sellers, you're sure to find it here. You
can also shop for parts based on the make and model of your vehicle. We stock parts for a wide
variety of makes and models, including current vehicles and discontinued classics. It can be
difficult to track down new parts for discontinued models at your local parts store, but at Parts
Geek, we have options available! Search your make and model and browse through the
selection of parts and accessories we have in stock for your vehicle. This can include both
aftermarket and OEM parts. These parts are for vehicle owners who are looking for more power
or better gas mileage. While many think of performance parts as being used for racing, there are
a lot of reasons why someone might be shopping for them. The most basic reason for using
these parts is because you want your vehicle to perform better, whether you're using it on or off
the racetrack. Some owners are looking for speed and strength, while others just want their
vehicle to last a long time. These parts can be expensive, but when you shop with Parts Geek,
you can rest assured that you're buying performance car parts at the best possible prices. For
the best prices on online auto parts, shop with Parts Geek today. Our customer service team
would be happy to help you find the high-quality components you need for your car or truck at
the best price, irrespective of year, make or model. We've been selling vehicle parts since and
have served thousands of happy customers. You can become one of them and have just the
right part delivered conveniently to your doorstep for a fraction of the regular price. Check out
some of the reviews below to learn more about why Parts Geek is your number one source for
new auto parts online! Good quality at a great price! Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call
To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will
issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and
return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy
with confidence! Buy With Confidence, Online Since Online Order Tracking and Returns. Here
are just a few of the advantages to shopping with Parts Geek: Wholesale Prices: One of the
most appealing aspects of purchasing car parts online is the availability of wholesale pricing.
Aftermarket Auto Parts Online Store Parts Geek offers aftermarket auto parts for all models and
makes, including imports and high-end luxury vehicles. Is it OK to use aftermarket parts?
Submit Review. Read more reviews. Shipping was free I love it here. Super fast delivery. Honda
has redesigned its segment's best seller CR-V, and the result is better fuel economy, improved
safety, sharper handling, and an upgraded interior. The CR-V is small enough to navigate
through tight parking lots, yet roomy enough inside to comfortably fit five adults. Despite a
modest growth in dimensions, including two inches added to the wheelbase, the CR-V actually
weighs about 75 pounds less than before and still manages to be significantly quieter and
convey a substantial feel. We tested a base LX and the more mainstream EX. Both achieved
impressive fuel economy of 27 and 28 mpg respectively in our testing, a new best for the class,
excluding the Toyota RAV4 Hybrid. As a bonus, the turbo makes for a peppier drive. In most

cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the
warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much
warranty is left. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this
vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device
interface e. When making the connection, the map has to be up and running on the smart phone
before starting the car. Often there is an interruption, and the link is lost, requiring the user to
start over again. The timing of this is entirely random. It could be 4 hrs. When this happens on a
road trip, you are left with no access to your route maps or settings. This has been an on going
problem for 3 months and I have contacted the dealership numerous times. They tell me Honda
is working on an update to fix the problem but so far nothing has appeared. We've tried it with
different phones and different cables we're awaiting a solution from Honda. We tested with
several phones and several cables. The same phones and cables work in other cars. It was
supposedly fixed with the model but I still experienced it. I had to bring the car to the dealer for
a reboot and that seems to have fixed the problem. I don't think Apple CarPlay is fully tested.
They reinstalled the software and then it worked fine. If we were to do it all over again, it would
be the reason for us not to get this car again". I will work fine most of the time, and other times
it states it cannot connect. When will say it cannot connect sometimes it is connected, and
other times it is not. Started intermittently, then progressed to always not recognize iPhone.
Dealer has to reset the head unit. Learned to reset head unit at home. Seems to be an Apple
bug". My wife's phone has never been able to connect. But with the bluetooth function it just
locks up, or the screen goes blank. Must stop car and restart to reset. Software update
supposedly coming. It happened twice. The dealership did a hard computer re-set and it solved
the problem. Then goes blank. Dealer couldn't fix. Honda says they know about it but don'y
have software fix yet and is not a top priority so could take 2 years to correct the software. I
have to do a soft reboot just to get the infotainment system to work at a minimal basis. Its
pathetic. Have to wait for Honda to work out a fix with the audio manufacturer. Also, the battery
experienced a parasitic drain after 3 days sitting within 1 month of purchase. Honda fixed this
re-occurring condition by by resetting a backup? It mostly turns the brightness down until the
screen is not readable. This happens intermittently. Restarting the car seems to fix it. They
rebooted the computer". Almost cause an accident due to distractions". In about an hour into
the trip the coffee cup shows up on the screen and shortly after the cruise control goes out and
then all the lights show up on the screen telling you that all the warning systems are off. I have
to pull over and stop the car. I then turn the car off and restart. I rebots inself when you start it
up again and usually I can get to my destination before it does it again. There are times I can
complete the entire trip with no issues. It's just random. Finally pulled over and turned off the
car. When this happened, the system does not respond to touch controls and cannot be
cancelled until the car is shut off and restarted i. They suggested I bring the car in so they could
look at the problem, but I told them that I was not wasting my time unless Honda had a
permanent fix. After several minutes the system rebooted itself, after which all was well for the
remainder of the day. The camera was lost and all other display controls failed to respond. The
lost back up camera is particularly troubling since this is now becoming a safety issue. I shut
off and restarted the car and after several minutes, the system rebooted. That same day I
reported all of the above to Honda America in a fax, apparently they don't yet have email
capability. I said that it's an intermittent problem and may not occur while they have the car.
Honda America then said, well, the dealer may have to keep the car for several days! In addition,
I'm not the only one who has this problem and Honda should be aware of it. I'm not wasting my
time until they have a fix. I also said that I would schedule an appointment with the dealer when
the time was right. Case number was assigned. Subsequent to the call, I learned that there are
other Honda CR-V owners with the same problem, and there is supposedly a Class Action
lawsuit. Also, a Honda Owner's Club web site had many postings on this issue. Among other
points made is that when the problem happens, the owner should video it so you can show it to
the dealer when you bring it in for service. Other suggestions were to reset the Display or
disconnect the battery and reconnect. Before I try any of these "solutions", I first want to get a
video when the problem occurs. Then I will contact the dealer for an appointment. The Honda
dealer had to reset the hardware. Took 2 years of dealer visits finally resolved with fix under
warranty. Honda did not tell us about fix. We found postings from owners with similar problems
alerting that Honda admitted the units had a problem and provided a software or revised unit
replacement. Our CR-V had trouble free electronics and engine. Honda as a company has
worsened in terms of quality and customer service by denying problems and has lost our trust.
Will not buy agaIn". You must do a soft reboot to get the system working again. It's ridiculous.
Locked up in vehicle turn on default. Honda installed a software upgrade and it fixed the issue
at no cost". They all fail within six weeks. Dealer keeps replacing the head and I keep telling

them there is an electrical short that is causing the heads to fail. It was finally fixed by Honda
with a software update. It took them over a year to figure out the problem after we first reported
it. Seems to come for a minute or so and clear up. This can go on until you turn the car off; and
sometimes it still continues when you turn it back on. The whole time it is beeping, which
becomes very annoying. We've had it in several times and to no avail. It began within a month of
getting the car. I can't "make" it do this but I was able to take it to the dealer while it was doing it
so they could see what I was talking about. It's been to the shop and they say it is a software
issue that has no fix "yet". That was fixed once they replaced the display. Driving on
expressway. Nav screen went dark and was unresponsive. A tech person at the dealership
suggested we turn off the car and restart. This fixed the problem. It happened two more times,
miles apart. Hasn't happened again in 10, miles. I have to shut the car down and restart to get it
to unfreeze. For 2 years I have been trying to get Honda to fix the problem. Have been to the
dealership numerous times on this issue. They just don't know and I don't think they care. This
has taken this vehicle from being an excellent car for me and turned it into a I hate Honda car.
As noted previously the system was ixed by dealer Got home unloaded the car and that's when I
tried to restart the car the info system indicated a glitch, tried several times to restart, 10 min.
This problem has not recurred since. Screen goes blank, car must be restarted to bring it back.
The volume on the navigation system would lower on its own and eventually go off. It is just
frustrating. Then eventually go to blank when in CarPlay. Stopping and restarting vehicle will
resolve problem. This affects all the options available including the GPS music options etc. I
depend on these things; especially the phone because my husband has serious heart
conditions. When I shut the car off and restarted it, it stopped and did not come back". I stop
the car and turn if off and restart and the screen will work fine. After a few minutes, the system
comes back. However, the nav, system went black during a time when it was critical to make a
decision. Resolved when taken to dealer. It is one of the effects of the issue with the software
that the dealer says there is no "fix" for. Warning lights appear. As soon as the car is slowed
down when pulling over it recovers. The screens come back to normal and the warning lights
are gone. The hard reset didn't do anything. The car still has this problem. It appears this is a
software defect. Finally fixed under warranty 2 years later after disgruntled owner posted info
that a fix was found but dealer and company were not forthcoming with information". Heater fan
and god know what else". Update helped but then much later happened again twice but has
since been ok. First trip to dealer was a bust. Fixed by Honda under warranty. Have to turn
ignition off, wait a few seconds, then restart the car. Most frequently when sunshine has been
striking the display for a little while. Rebooting the automobile produces a modest improvement
sometimes. Sometimes it starts flickering between day and night mode this is in broad daylight.
This seems to be a defect with the brightness sensor because the brightness control shows up.
The only way to stop this is to park the car, turn it off and on again. There are videos of this
issue in YouTube, so it doesn't happen to me only. I took a video of this issue myself and took it
to the dealer, but they refused to do anything about it unless they could reproduce it
themselves. This is a serious problem because if you depend on the GPS Android Auto to get
somewhere, this renders it useless. This happened a lot when the car was new, but fortunately,
it hasn't happened in the last few months. Maybe a there was a software fix for it. On warranty,
they replaced the whole display. All features seem to continue working. Some screens are
available. There is no Auxiliary input jack for plugging in a personal mp3 player. Designers gave
no consideration to podcasts or books on tape: no way to skip back a few seconds, no easy
way to skip forward 15 minutes into a track to recover from a radio crash. Some ID3 tags are not
processed properly, causing the screen to display a menu instead of any track info. No one,
including dealership, area Honda rep and HQ in CA has been able to explain how to
successfully set up frequently called number, 2 the radio does not come on without prior
switching of the Sources function, etc. It's overly complicated and dangerous if you are trying
to drive and deal with all the complexities at the same time. I previously drove a company
owned, i. Very cumbersome and frustrating system. Will not connect, will go blank, tells me no
device is connected when it is connected. Have been to dealer 3 times with out a resolution.
Dealer and Honda are aware of the problem but have not answers. This to me is a major issue
because I bought the car for these features. Keeps randomly disconnecting even when phone
cord is plugges into system. Sometimes cannot seem to find my location. Also will drive along a
straight interstate highway, and the Nav will direct me to take an exit, then will loop me around
back on to the same highway. No Idea why it does this. Sometimes just have to use my cell
phone. Figuring out how to fix it has taken me a few times as the UI is not set up well. It works
most of the time, but in order for the Honda dealer to do anything, I must bring it to them at the
time it is going haywire, but it only does it for a short time. I did have the dealer make a note of
my problem. Honda is aware of the problem and is working with Panasonic to fix. My local

dealer says they don't have a fix date yet. Then the audio screen was blank and couldn't use my
radio. This was fixed by the dealer by re-loading the software. Now the GPS starts switching
screens slowly by itself and giving me directions to unknown places. Dealer hasn't been able to
solve problem and Honda has no solution at this time. If I restart the car it sometimes clears up.
The dealership said they are waiting on a software update but 9 months and nothing yet. Then
came back after a few minutes. Dealership said a fix was coming. That was over 12 months ago.
Still not fixed. Two other times the navigation display simply froze. In both cases, I had to stop
the vehicle, turn it off, wait for several minutes and restart to reboot the navigation system in
order to correct the problem. In one other case, the navigation system was displaying tracks
where the vehicle was supposed to have travelled -- but could not have [including over houses
in my neighborhood. Had to return the nav system to factory setting to resolve this issue.
Verbal instructions to the GPS is hit and miss. The interface is complicated to use. This has
been a problem on all of our Honda's and sounds like for other brands. Then it began to work
intermittently, then not at all. When I took it in, the service department was unable to fix it. The
screen would sometimes go out completely, including FM radio. Apple Car Play worked for a
while, then went out completely. Honda service again could not fix it, and the Honda Tech Dept.
This should be a recall issue and buyers should be aware of it. I would not have purchased it if I
had known. She just gave up. This is very awkward because I use Android. I found myself
listening to my girlfriend struggling to complete a phone call while following behind me. My
dashboard had connected to her Apple phone without intervention or confirmation from inside
the car behind me. I just teach passengers with Apple devices how to turn off Bluetooth when
riding with me. The dashboard is so promiscuous for Apple devices that, as an Android user, it
is simultaneously embarrassing and infuriating. I don't know how to set it up. Poor sound, Poor
reception. Very hard to program. No CD player. Poor links to external electronics like a portable
CD player. I intend to replace it with an aftermarket radio that includes a CD player. I took it to
the dealer and they were able to fix it by simply changing a setting. You have to wait until you
are away from roof overhangs and then turnoff and turn on the radio to get a clear screen.
Dealer says he has no fix to issue. The radio did work fine after the car was turned off and
turned on again. They are poorly designed and even dealership folks aren't really competent in
explaining their operation. Screen goes blank. I have no idea why, nor does Honda. The vehicle
is a piece of garbage and Honda refuses to admit there is a problem. Claiming the engine
rapping, severe gasoline fumes in the cabin, the oil dilution and having no heat is all operating
as designed and refused to fix it. In fear for my life and safety I got rid of the vehicle. You guys
need to stop giving this dangerous car such good ratings you are helping Honda continue to
sell them and no incentive to fix them because so many car buyers, myself included take your
advice on what to buy. Now I do not trust you OR Honda. Software update fixed the problem. No
problems since. Every warning light imaginable was flashing. I received alerts that multiple
systems were not working and that I should not drive the car at all. I took it to the dealer,
assuming that they could just reset the idiot lights and I could go on my way. They said they
had to inspect each and every one of those warning lights before they could reset them. Then
they called and said there was a problem with the transmission. They had to order a part. They
had the car for a week before I could get it back. Since I have a vacation home in another state, I
will be letting this car sit for a couple months every year. If this happens again when I return, I
will probably get rid of this one. What a frustrating problem! Honda service clears. What a pain
in the butt!! They were told this is a software problem and they are working to correct it. That
was 6 months ago and they have not contacted me with an update of the software or a software
fix. When it acts up I lose the radio, phone, back up camera and navigation system. This is not
good when traveling. I want it fixed! Did update but how am I to know if it already happened.
Honda dealer says no. Honda says they are aware but there is no fix. Very aggravating!!! The
Handsfree phone feature does not work. No voice commands work. They claim it is because the
phone keeps updating and the car can't keep up with the updates. This is an unacceptable
answer. Do not install features that will not be reliable. When you give it a command, you never
know what it will do. This system is very frustrating because you ask for a person's number, ie;
jill's number and you won't get that number but maybe a random number. It is a waste of time
and I generally pull over to the side of the road to find numbers to "hands free" talk to when I
am traveling. Refused to change the oil filter with the motor oil. Honda fixed it as a warranty
repair. There was no charge to me. Took it to Honda and they replaced the compressor and
evaporator under warranty. Problem started within miles of getting car delivered. Dealer had to
contact Honda engineers to figure it out. Finally fixed it. May have been related to previously
described engine control system or may have been separate problem. Warranty repair at no
cost to owner. When you come to a stop light it blows out cold air. No warm up on cold days no
matter how long it idles to warm the interior. The first one lasted 12 months. The second one

lasted 12 months. Blower output for both units started to degrade after only 6 months until they
completely stopped blowing at 12 months. Honda lied repeatedly and told me that the vehicle
was operating as designed. I had thermometers through out my car, back seat would get to
about 30 degrees after a 45 minute drive, the front seats about degrees after 45 minute drive.
Honda refused to explain why I Had great heat before and after the update I had no heat. They
told me before the update my car was broken, and now it was operating as designed. Installed
climate control unit and completed software updates. Changed the oil. I got a letter from Honda
stating that the company was aware and it was fixed. This engine refuses to produce heat in the
cold months. I mean nothing for at least 10 miles of driving. This is a safety hazard. I was
driving home in a blizzard and when the car is idling, as you do in a blizzard, completely no
heat. You must be going at a highway speed in the winter to generate any heat. The windshield
defroster is not working, this not good in the winter in MI, and if foggy- can not remove interior
fog on glass! Honda knows of the problem yet sold the vehicles. Some engine have gas in the
oil, so you have to check oil levels, which raise to high which can cause engine damage. Have
ran this vehicle as long as one hour to get cabin warm to no event Honda claims this to be
normal. All 1. Honda dealership agrees it's a problem. I have hired a lawyer and am suing Honda
under lemmon law. Ive never experienced anything like it. I live in Iowa and 6 months out of the
year are cold. This heater is totally unacceptable and a deal breaker if you live in a cold climate.
It has been less than adequate since the day we bought it. After contacting the dealership we
were told it was just a design issue of the car. This includes our three previous mini vans, so
the size of the interior of the car is not the issue. During our Michigan winters a good heating
system is essential in our vehicles. When I took it to the dealer, they check the refrigerant. The
concluded that it was out of refrigerant. They refilled but could not explain to me why it was out
of refrigerant. Local mechanic found a leak in a compressor seal. Toyota fixed it, but didn't pay
for my local mechanic costs. The service department indicated the CRV's air-conditioning
system was low on Freon and consequently charge the system. I asked service manager if they
checked the system for leaks and indicate it was obviously a problem coming off the factory
line and then only need a Freon charge. How do you late I'm having the same problem very
dissatisfied with Hall Honda service department. Took to dealer and they replaced a leaking
fixture and recharged the system. Water after car wash under the seals. I've had it in the service
Dept several times and even involved the service manager. My previous C-RV did it also, I think
it's a design flaw. Please alert new buyers to test drive the car on the highway before
purchasing!! The constant drone of the engine, the diesel-like sound upon acceleration, and the
incredible wind noise are VERY irritating. I took it in once and they were unable to locate it. I will
take it in again when the noise gets a bit worse". It goes away when you start to accelerate. I
have asked the dealership to fix it multiple times, but they have not been successful. It appears
to be a lose glovebox. Developed after about 10, miles". I took it in 3 times and the dealer could
not find any issues. The 4th time I brought it in the mechanic took a ride with me and heard the
rattle. They took the door panel off and found that the window glass was rattling and spacers
were put in and that resolved the problem. It took a little over a year before the problem was
corrected. I had it fixed under warranty but it srarted up again. Thus gappens when I'm not
sitting on tge seat. Dealer was aware of issue. From the start there was a slight noise at around
70MPH at the windshield edges. In the last several months it has developed a whistle by the left
side mirror at around MPH. Folding the mirror in seems to stop the whistle, but of course I don't
want to drive it like that. On long trips, the noise adds to the fatigue of driving. Noise is caused
largely by the tires rolling on the road. Antifreeze mixed into the motor oil. Motor oil was
changed. But, the dealer refused to replace the oil filter. What's a bump. Recalled on misfired on
the cylinder. So, I will consider buying a different brand in the next purchase. There is
significant road noise at highway speeds. It's not a particularly quiet car, but this was another
order of things. The real problem was a dismissive and condescending and probably sexist
dealer to whom we had to bring the car back again and again. And again. Eventually someone
figured out there was a misshaped piece of trim that needed replacing. They replaced it and
problem solved. Was told it was tires, the tires had very little tread missing but, replaced the
tires and still didn't fix the problem. Unless the pavement is like new. Can also hear what
sounds like wind from the passenger side windows. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust
manifold, leaks. It was like sustaining a whiplash injury without any contact. Dealership
performed a software update and calibration of the camera. It has difficulty determining lane
markings in inclement weather, which may also trigger the system. I once swerved away from
the lane marker to avoid a pothole and the system was triggered and pushed me back towards
both the lane marker and the pothole. It is usually when it is raining or snowing. We clean off all
of the sensors but it still fails to work. We've taken it in and the shop can't duplicate the
conditions. They try to help but can't. Therefore, I don't trust it. There is a Hesitations when

stepping on the gas.!! Car remained operable but cruise control was inoperable and warning
lights did not go off. Had to drive to nearest dealer. It appears that cracks or seams in the road
confuse it. It was quite distracting to the driver, who had to learn to ignore a visual and tactile
signal take exit Does not happen often but has happened more than once". The vehicle gives
you a warning that the lane assistance is not working. This was very distracting to the driver,
who had to learn to ignore a visual and tactile warning. Also had service engine immediately
light come on twice before Honda recall has seemed to fix that problem. Never had anycar
collect snow and ice on grill as this one. Poor design. I could still drive the car but without
cruise control. New part had to be ordered. It took several weeks. Meanwhile the dashboard kept
warning me that the system wasn't working, interfering with regular dashboard displays. The
car was functional, but the continual warning was distracting. Part was replaced under warranty
and seems to be working fine now. The camera had to be replaced. Every time I turned on the
car I got errors on all of the features. I could still drive but none of the safety features worked".
It was extremely distracting to the driver, and potentially dangerous. Suspect faulty sensor but
dealer was not able to find any problem. This has happened over twenty times since we got the
car. Driving any appreciable distance is tiring and difficult when for years you have had noncompromised cruise control". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular
battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or
rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Fixed at no charge at the Honda dealership". Also it
would not start up when the engine start button was pressed. We would need to try a few
times". Took it in and they said the module that controls the sun roof lost the software and had
to be reprogramed. Haven't had an issue with it since being reprogramed. Car had a recall for
the main control module update to fix issue with cold weather issue with engine may leak gas
into the oil because of engine warmup. It was resolved under warranty, because there was no
warning about placing the toll transponder causing a problem if placed under the rear view
mirror, but the dealer tried to charge me for the repair. I had to firmly stand my ground with the
dealership, and the di repair under warranty. They just continuously scroll through the options.
It was extremely distracting and potentially dangerous, as the driver had to keep looking to see
what hazard was present. The visual display screen periodically with change with no input to a
different screen and requested information. During a drive, this was very distracting. No source
could be found for this malfunction. Once the engine warms up the gauge works fine. The
dealer replaced the gauge yet the problem remains. Car has an electrical short that causes
various devices to malfunction. Had headlights adjusted twice thinking aim is too high or too
low, then reset back to 'factory settings. However still need to use bright lights for safe driving
at night in many circumstances. I've had it in the shop twice and it's still not fixed. I miss having
a key. I enjoy listening to the radio by moving to an accessory mode. This seems to be an
option that is not easily available or thought out. Yes, there is a way to run the radio, but one
has to then cycle through turning on the vehicle, or so it seems. I have gone to settings but I
don't have five hours to read every possible setting. I just want to be able to have a driveway
moment without having to turn the car partially on, and to get out of accessory mode, it seems
that I have to turn on the car, although it might be that the real way to just use the radio is
hidden in the one of the settings options. I want a option. A second issue, perhaps of interest to
only bank robbers, spies, and amateur astronomers is that there seems to be no way to have
NO lights go on when I get into the car. It seems to want to greet me. After my eyes have dark
adapted to looking at stars, I want the car to be lightless, it doesn't need to have a cutsie Honda
greeting or outside lights to go on, I don't want it to beep, but mainly, I want the car to be dark,
totally. Let me get in with no lights, anyplace going on. Very annoying to this aging amateur
astronomer. Actually, if I had known about this concern, I would have never bought the vehicle,
although my wife would. A third upset is that we can not figure out how to leave the crv
unlocked when it is in our garage. Again, probably some easy fix, but again, I have to go
through settings and more settings and even more settings and I haven't found how to do that
seemingly simple task. That is, at random times, the vehicle in a parked position in a parking lot
would be found with windows and sunroof open. Honda service personnel attributed fault to key
fob being jostled in owners pocket, however, owner could at no time replicate such fault!! I
decided to park the car in my garage, since I had no plans to go anywhere the rest of the day
and it was raining. I came out to find all four windows were partially open and the sunroof was
also partially open. I have no idea how this happened, although I have researched online and
found that other Honda CR-V owners have also experienced this problem. I have not been able
to duplicate the button sequence on the keyless fob, but I have not experienced this problem
since the first time. Manufacturer is aware of the problem and has a prewritten statement to try
and make the owner believe this is normal. Single occupant leaving vehicle gets beeps, opening
and closing any door other than the door just exited will reset the system and autolock

correctly. Honda doesn't want to acknowledge problem. Once it warns me, I can't turn off the
warning light. I have taken it many times to my Honda Dealer who said they "fixed" the problem
and reset the warning light. Within a few months the problem reoccurs. I know my tire pressure
is correct because I have two very reliable truck tire pressure gauges that I use to check the
tires before driving the SUV in the morning. The Honda dealer often does not write the problem
on the service ticket that goes to Honda for review. We finally saw a tire store so exited the
highway and had the pressure checked. Nothing was very low. Then we couldn't figure out how
to turn the warning light off and had to Google it to find out. Very annoying. When we
approached the car nothing worked. No lights, nothing worked; total electrical failure. A jump
start returned everything to normal working order. The dealer could not find any cause for the
failure. Cruise control could not be selected. The problem disappeared and had not occured
again in the past 3 months. Dealer diagonstics showed no problems. Other than those issues I
love the car very comfortable drove great. Great gas mileage. I actually may even consider at or
21 if all the issues have been resolved that is. I couldn't find exactly what the light meant or if it
was serious. We had to find a Honda dealer in the next city we came to. It turned out to be
basically nothing but we had to turn the car off and on again to get the light to reset. A real
bother! I have checked and even added air to my tires to try and get the light to go off without a
service visit. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or
ping, oil leaks. Restarted the car by pressing the engine start button and was able to resume
driving. Have not had this problem again. Resolved with reprogramming of engine control
system. Reprogramming done on car but no indication of problem was found. Warranty repair at
no cost. This caused fuel in the oil. This was a national recall to fix". Known issue in China,
where CRV sales were halted for 3 months, until a solution were devised. Honda US is dragging
their feet, feigning ignorance. Dealer will be replacing oil for me, every thousand miles or so. I
may pursue under Lemon Law. Gas in oil. Oil level high. Oil is being diluted with gasoline. Have
taken it to dealer several times, and had a recall solution done to car. But still gas in oil. But
only happens in very cold weather. Now spring is here, problem no longer evident. Oil diluted
by fuel. Caused overfill. Recall that they didn't notify us about. However, when we took it in,
they had pre-packaged information and extended warranty documents. No problem since we
took it in except oil was overfilled. That my husband drained to the correct level. It has only
been about a month since it was taken in. We are keeping a close watch on oil. Engine oil smells
like gasoline. Over full dipst". Oil and gasoline in pnan exceed normal level of oil. Honda won't
do a thing about it". The oil level became higher, over the "line" on the dipstick. Upon research
discovered an extended warranty now to cover possible fuel getting into the oil. No problems
yet and hoping the oil was truly an overfill and not a leak from the fuel compartment. Honda
extended the engine warranty The problem was handled under warranty only because I have an
extended warranty. Part were not available so I had to make a second trip to get the problem
corrected. Since Honda has eliminated the filler cap, any problem inside the filler tube should be
an unconditional warranty. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and
exterior trim or moldings, rust. Hood misaligned. Some loose mouldings. Under Warr". It was
loose when I took it to the car wash, but didn't realize it. Design is such that this can happen
without much pressure. Very disappointed in the quality of the paint. Dealer investigated
problem and contacted Honda engineering. No specific problem was diagnosed, warning was
cleared and has not reappeared. The car is scheduled to be seen tomorrow. Honda used to
make good cars, but this car has one defect after another. Not like the other hondas we own". I
took it into Honda and they changed the oil, and told me to have the oil changed again in only
miles. The oil had been previously changed at about miles. The high oil level was noticed after a
trip from Florida to Wisconsin. The oil level was high when I took it into Honda at miles. They
changed the oil, drained it and refilled it a second time to make sure all the fuel was out of the
crankcase. They told me to bring it back and change the oil again at 10, miles. They did not
charge me for the oil change. I also found on the internet, other people complaining of the same
problem. Honda told me there are no present recalls or solutions for the problem. In the Honda
CR -V handbook, it states that damage can be done to the engine if the oil level is high. I would
be happy to discuss the issue further if some wants to contact me. My name is Don. Oil
becomes diluted and smells of gasoline. Oil level increased by. Honda engineers claim that is
normal for that engine and have no plans for resolution. Arbitration through NCDS was a waste
of time. CR needs to research the issue before they give any more glowing reports on the CR-V.
Also, the engine gives off a whining sound when changing speeds. Took 4 months of my
dealers service department insisting this was the same as the recall and finally Honda relented
and agreed to supply the kit to fix it and extended my warranty to 6 yrs. Seems to be alright,
however any direct injection turbocharged engine will incur some fuel contamination of their oil
if not brought up to temperature each time operated. Oil dipstick shows overfill levels when air

temperature is cold. Usually about 20mm or more above full. Honda says "car is performing as
designed"". Honda service told us this was normal. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder
head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Oil constantly 1 quart
overfilled and Honda refuses to fix or provide an extended warranty. Extended warranty given in
Canada and China for same issue. Honda's fix has not worked. Honda now says that under our
drying conditions, short drives in cold weather, there is no fix. That means that after driving
approximately miles there will be about a quart of gas diluting our oil. CR knows about this
problem. Honda will on,y fix it for cars in cold climates where stalling results. Gasoline fumes
are a known carcinogen. It is a health issue! Had we seen this Consumer reports article before
November 24, , we would never have considered a Honda CR-V, and would still be happily
driving our Toyota Camry GLE with only 38, miles with no issues in 4 years. She looked up the
VIN and said that it was not under the recall, and that the update must have been made when it
was manufactured. Engine oil is very black for only miles. Correction: Honda Dealer to take care
of oil and filter change. Dealer recommended oil and filter change and we did that at our
expense this time. Honda care line again responded it was normal operation.. What can you do
to help me get this warranty issue resolved with Honda? Still waiting for a response. As of no
response from Honda and we have another miles on the CRV and the oil level is above full on
the dipstick and oil color is dark. We just have 4, miles on our new Honda CRV since new, and
probably need to change the oil; for the third time. We continue to have the dealer change the
oil and replace it with synthetic oil. We contacted American Honda and the dealership about the
issue. We believe the issue has been addressed. This issue happened within the last week.
Strong smell of gas in the oil. Will probably lead to major engine repair around 30, miles. Do not
plan to keep the car. Consumer Reports has both recommended and not recommended this car.
Disappointed in CR. Got an software update that solved issue". Honda now say this is normal. I
went check the oil and it had a strong odor of fuel. I took it to the dealer who told me it was
common for that engine type to have a little gas mix with the oil. I traded the car that day and
took a huge financial hit on the vehicle. Honda dealers told to tell owners this was normal.
Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors,
mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. We had the other insurance
company cover all charges since it was the other vehicle's fault. We later found out that fixing
sensors and other electronic components are an expensive cost! That's the price one pays for
technology. Design flaw in my opinion and unsafe even with blind spot warning. I feel that I still
would be more comfortable with having visibility with the mirror. My Dealer worked on the car
for over an hour trying to fix the mirror issue. The system has difficulty sensing which key the
driver is holding. Most times the seat does not move when the second key is in use. If you walk
away from the car and reapproach it, the seat will adjust. The dealership re-aligned the door but
the gaps are still excessive when compared with other SUVs brands other than Honda. Body
shop needed to realign. Replaced under warranty. Had it fixed by Honda once - better now - but
the problem may have to be revisited. Not a functional issue. They replaced the track, but not
sure if it fixed the problem. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment,
steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel
balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Dealership took care of
it free of charge, but it was disappointing. Dealer resists diagnosis and repair. Dealer denies
being able to hear the noise. Took it to dealer diagnosed problem as defective compliance
bushings also needed tie rod replaced. Fixed once , came back dealer could not hear problem
again. Upon inspection by dealer, they found 4 large bolts on rear suspension were loose.
Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration,
squeaking, brake failure or wear. The brakes pulsate far to slowly on snow. Honda service wrote
off my complaint, but I will make an issue of it this coming winter. I have leased several Hondas
in the past several years and this is the first that brake wear required replacement prior to lease
end. Honda machined them under warranty. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control
module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights,
horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Fortunately it
failed to start there and was replaced. If it had started, Honda would have sent me home without
a new battery. Very poor customer service. Finally, required a jump start one day. Took car to
dealer. Battery replaced under warranty; bad cell. Will not hold charge for more than 4 days.
Towed to Honda service. Honda service said my spark plugs had completely worn out. I know
that spark plugs last up to , miles - when mine "completely wore out" they were a year old with
only miles on them. I do not believe Honda is telling the truth. When I referenced the research
I'd done, the response was, "That's not a problem anymore, your spark plugs were bad". I
bought a brand new vehicle so that I wouldn't break down on the highway and wait 3 hours to
be towed. Then to be told the spark plugs were bad? I'm both surprised and disappointed in

Honda, won't get another when it's time to get a new car. Through the seat and door it is
noticeable but not bad, through the center console it is very noticeable - enough to be an
annoyance. Enough that I don't like to rest my arm on the console when stopped at a light. I
have carpal tunnel in both wrists and vibration aggravates it. It affected the transmission, cruise
control, crash mitigation system, forward collision warning system, gas pedal response,
electronic stability control system, very unsafe. This is very inconvenient and sometimes
dangerous. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Even if I press the
accelerator, the car won't go any faster, then it speeds up to where I want it. Very scary in
traffic. The following statement appears on screen, Collision Mitigation System Problem. What
some still call the bell housing ". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. The result is possible engine damage. Honda installed software to
attempt to cool the engine and extended the manufacturer warranty. It is the thermostat by the
warranty replacement , but the problem persists and Honda can not replace the thermostat
again unless they can replicate the problem which won't happen again until cold weather. A
treadmill run!! I need a higher up to intercede in order to correct the problem. Honda says the
car has to be driven to reach operating temp, but that does not solve the problem. The warranty
can not be employed unless Honda can replicate any problem. Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. I took it in to the dealer and they diagnosed
that the noise was coming from the transmission. They replaced the transmission. Fixed under
warranty within a day. Did not cause us any problems. Reactivate now to get the information
you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our
customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. New Used There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction.
Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration
Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the
track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine
idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting
smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel
Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the
government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise
fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent
city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage
is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and
CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile
trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances
and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling
Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver
speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride
Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and
how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the
vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort
Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit
across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating
represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the
same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog
Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne
pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports.
Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses
on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports
subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12
months that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the
trouble spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average
model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or
transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the
latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine
Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling
Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.

Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard
from Side air bags available from , standard from Head protection air bags and ESC standard
from Forward collision warning and automatic emergency braking available from Drive Wheels.
AWD , Front. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended
warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say.
Android Auto "Interface is incredibly poor, plus one only gets about 15 uses of the USB cable
before the data connection gives out and a new cable is required. Finally fixed under warranty 2
years later after disgruntled owner posted info that a fix was found but dealer and company
were not forthcoming with information" Anonymous, CA Honda CR-V EX-L 1. Catalytic
converter "it burned out because of the fuel in the oil as I was told there was only miles on the
car when it happened" Anonymous, Honda CR-V EX-L 2. Does not happen often but has
happened more than once" Anonymous, MI Honda CR-V "First time this happened it was only
lightly snowing the second time it was in heavier snow. I could still drive but none of the safety
features worked" Francine C. Driving any appreciable distance is tiring and difficult when for
years you have had non- compromised cruise control" Anonymous, AZ Honda CR-V Touring 1.
Engine computer "It had to be towed in, due to computer indicating that there was a serious
problem with about 10 items, brakes, accelerator, engine, safety devices, etc. Loose exterior
trim or moldings "Poor fit on some body components. Cylinder head "Blow-by causing gas to
mix with oil and increasing oil level, even though we live in California and only drive it medium
to long distance. Got an software update that solved issue" Ralph L. Doors or sliding doors "We
had a moving vehicle collision that dented the driver side door and front quarter panel.
Alignment "The alignment was off from the factory, which seemed odd. Antilock system ABS
"The car takes forever to stop on snow-covered surface when need to stop quickly. Battery not
hybrid or electric "Failed in 15 months and was replaced. Driveline vibration "There is
significant vibration. Transmission rebuild or replacement "Within a week of purchasing the
vehicle it started making a whirring noise. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to
Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Outside air
that flows through your vehicle's air conditioning, heating, and ventilation system can expose
passengers to contaminants such as road dust and pollen. This dramatically reduces passenger
exposure and improves overall driving comfort. The air inside your vehicle can be up to 6X's
dirtier than the air outside. The filter gets dirtier the air entering your vent system could become
restricted. In general, a cabin air filter should be changed every 15, miles or every year but the
service interval can vary depending on your driving habits. In most cases, the filter that was in
your car may not have carbon or baking soda and do not reduce any odors. Today the FRAM
team continues to manufacture and market a variety of quality oil, air, and fuel filters. Skip to
main content. One-time purchase:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the
item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free
returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method
Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK
and HI. Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 8 hrs and 1 min Details. In Stock. Add to
Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Add an Accessory:. Dash Smart Shelf
Auto-replenishment scale for ho Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Choose how often it's
delivered From once every 2 weeks to once every 6 months. Skip or cancel any time We'll send
you a reminder before each delivery. Unlock extra savings Receive 5 or more products in one
auto-delivery to one address and unlock extra savings on all eligible products. Get it Tuesday,
Mar 2. Deliver every:. Set Up Now. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Save with Used - Very Good.

Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Item will come in original packaging. Packaging will be damaged.
See more. Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 3 hrs and 46 mins Details. Only 5 left
in stock - order soon. Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Visit the Fram
Store. About this item This fits your. Similar item from our brands. Frequently bought together.
Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1
of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Compare with
similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Important information Legal Disclaimer
Brand New. In original packaging. Packaging is a little worn. Fast Shipping! Protects You From.
Featured items you may like. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. I used this
in my Honda CRV. Verified Purchase. Your browser does not support HTML5 video. After
installation, I experienced cabin air gush running the AC fan full speed I have not experience
since having the vehicle 7 years ago. However, from the dirt in the filter, I conclude the filter has
never been changed since original 10 years ago See the pictures. Where has my mechanics
being - they never mentioned the filter!? Images in this review. I didn't realize how nasty the old
filter was until I put this new one in. Replacing the filter was a breeze pun intended. My Acura
MDX like many vehicles places these in the glove box actually behind it , and all I had to do was
empty everything out, squeeze the semi rigid sides in a bit and let it drop all the way down to
open up various hidden things, including the cabin air filter location. Do note that these filters
are directional, so note the dirty side of the old one and make sure the new one points away
from what was the dirty side. My car had arrows on the frame which helped too if nothing else,
the air usually comes in from between the windshield and hood and goes down from there. My
frame had a place to slide the outer bits of the filter to prevent air from bypassing the filter, so
look for that. Depending on how much stuff you store in your glove box, this should take no
more than 10 minutes to complete, but probably less. When they showed me my dirty filter, I
honestly didn't think it looked that bad, but I declined because I knew how easy it was to replace
on my own and how inexpensively I could get the FRAM filter for. Once I received it, I went out
to my car and installed it myself in 10 minutes. It only took that long because I reorganized my
glove box a bit when I was putting everything back in. The box comes with written instructions
for your vehicle, but if you need it, there are plenty of helpful YouTube video tutorials available
as well. Great Filter, well built, and fits exactly. Note: You have to make sure the air flow
direction is correct. Easy to install: Open glove compartment and depress both sides of the
compartment, unhook the latch on the right and the glove compartment will swing down.
Depress both sides of the air filter holder and slide it out. Make sure the harder side of the filter
is are facing the side and the air flow is Downward matching the arrows. There is also a small
piece of plastic sticking out from the filter holder. Which you need to make sure the first film of
filter slides on top. And it will make a perfect fit with almost no gap. See pictures. Smell: After
replacing my old one, the dog poop smell was gone! Thanks to the video they provide,
otherwise I probably will never change it. See my OLD filter on Accord. The cleaner filter is from
my Accord. By Aaron on March 27, See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate
all reviews to English. Perfect fit replacement filters. Same model for both my 07 Accord and
MDX. If I had known it was that easy to change on both vehicles less than 3 mins each I would
have done it sooner. The old ones I removed were black and filthy. That explains my coughing
when driving the car. I've included a photo of both old filters just to illustrate how important it is
to change your cabin filter on a regular basis. Top one is the Accord which I've never changed
since I bought the car 8 years ago. Item came as described and on time. The install took less
than a minute and the item fit perfectly. Attahced is a picture of the before and after. Its night
and day. You can tell the difference in air quality in the car almost instant. I doubt the previous
owners changed the cabin filter as you can see. Installed on a Acura MDX. Report abuse. Report
abuse Translate review to English. This fits exactly in your vehicle. I watched a 3 minute tube
video and it was really that easy to save a ton of money. I wish this filter was a little cheaper, but
it does the job and by doing it myself, I saved a bunch! Did not fit Civic, too small. Inserted
correctly, but 0. Waited too long to install, otherwise would attempt a return. Bought the same
before without any problems, possible lemon this time. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: air conditioner for
2010 f250 mirrors
2005 dodge grand caravan alternator replacement

boat motor manuals download

cars , for honda civic carbon fiber , diesel filter , rv cleaner , honda element performance parts ,
Best air filters for cars. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Fractal Group, Inc. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

